
CREATING NEW STANDARDS
Radio Shack is the largest retailer and manufac-

turer of consumer electronics in the United States,
bringing the products of technology to homes, offices
and schools. We're America's Technology StoresTM,
continually creating new standards of excellence in
quality, service and customer satisfaction. These
standards are the very foundation of our business
and the proof that for the best value in consumer
electronics, nobody compares to Radio Shack.

PROVEN LEADERSHIP-Over 7000 USA loca-
tions, 39,000 employees, seven R&D centers, 31
USA and overseas manufacturing plants-
NOBODY COMPARES

RELIABLE QUALITY -Over 1500 engineers and
technicians develop, evaluate and test to our exact-
ing standards-NOBODY COMPARES

ELECTRONICS SPECIALIZATION-From our
latest, highest technology computer to our
newest long -life battery, we are and have been
America's electronics specialist since 1921-
NOBODY COMPARES

EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM-Knowledgeable
and friendly to help you make the smartest buying
decisions-NOBODY COMPARES

PROMPT SERVICE More than 7000 drop-off
points nationwide insure dependable service to your
satisfaction. Over 1,000,000 parts stocked. We ser-
vice what we sell-NOBODY COMPARES

PRODUCT EXCLUSIVITY Over 15,000 electronic
products preselected for ease of use, reliability and
value-NOBODY COMPARES

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION-More than
35,000,000 customers annually benefit from our Sat-
isfaction Guarantee. Putting you first has made us #1
in consumer electronics-NOBODY COMPARES

Our continuing tradition of creating new standards
is both our 70 -year heritage and our guarantee of
your satisfaction, today and in the future. We work
and grow by these standards-they made us #1 and
will keep us #1.

Six of Our More Than 100 Exclusive Brands-Nationally Advertised and
Nationally Recognized for Quality, Long -Lasting Reliability and Value

OPTIMIJS" Engineered, manufactured
and tested to bring you a

masterful blend of high technology, high reliability and
distinctive, elegant appearance. Always choose Optimus
brand audio components for premium performance and
the tightest quality standards in consumer electronics.

TANDY We design and .build Tandy com-
puters to exacting standards to

offer you innovative features and remarkable ease of
use-an unbeatable combination. And, we back our com-
puters with unparalleled service and support. That's why,
for home, school and business, Tandy computers are the
best-selling PC compatibles made in America.

DUaFONE telephones andIDUOFONE' answerers deliver the fea-
tures you need, with built-in extras for high reliability under
demanding use. DU6FONE equipment covers every appli-
cation, from inexpensive cordless phones for the home to
multiline business systems. Clear communications start
with DUOFONE, from America's Telephone Company`"

E.4L/Si`7c Introduced in 1956,
our Realistic brand is

a USA sales leader in citizens band radio, scanners and
accessories, and joins Optimus as a popular choice for
home and car stereo equipment, speakers, portable radios
and portable cassettes.

,,,104/74ci-ira-ire® Archer is No. 1 in USA sales
of TV, FM and CB antennas,

and is also a favorite choice of electronics buffs, hobbyists
and do-it-yourselfers for audio and video signal enhanc-
ers, plus electricals, tools, parts and hardware. Archer is
the value -priced line offering high dependability-a great
price/performance combination.

MICROIVTAV You'll find the Micronta
name on a variety of prod-

ucts designed with your lifestyle in mind. The Micronta line
features everything from electronic clocks, watches, tim-
ers and thermometers to personal electronics for health
care, home, school and office. Micronta electronics are
made for life.
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